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The first volume of the series Monumenta Reformationis Lithuanicae / Monu
ments of the Lithuanian Reformation (Lietuvos Reformacijos paminklai) 
devoted to confessions of faith was published in 2011. it contained the 
earliest protestant text of the grand duchy of lithuania, i.e. the Confession 
of Faith (Confessio fidei) written by Abraham culvensis (circa 1510/1512–
1545), the pioneer of lithuanian evangelical Thought. The text was written 
and addressed to Bona sforza in 1543 and printed in 1547 together with the 
funeral speech (Oratio funebris) by johann hoppe published in königsberg 
to commemorate kulvietis’ death.

The second volume of the series presents a lithuanian reformation 
text written more than a decade later, and consists of the answer by duke 
mikalojus radvilas the Black (1515–1565) to nuncio luigi lippomano 
(1556). This critical edition of the controversy marks the historical celebration 
of 2015 which is a 500th anniversary of mikalojus radvilas the Black who 
was the most prominent figure of gdl renaissance and reformation.

The reply to nuncio lippomano is the most significant public text by 
radvilas the Black reflecting his religious views. kulvietis’ con temporaries 
evaluated the text as an authentic evangelical confession of faith which 
became the fundamental declaration of the state’s reformation. The first 
publication of this text by radvilas was written in latin in königsberg in 
1556 at the initiative of italian protestant pier paolo Vergerio in a publication 
called Two Letters (Duae Epistolae) which also included lip po mano’s letter 
and poetic and prosaic texts as appendices. This was soon followed by the 
publication of the german and polish versions of this text. The publication 
of the Two Letters presented the tradition of religious polemics which was 
deeply rooted in lithuania in the 16th–17th century.

The publication was prepared on the basis of the only extant copy of 
Duae Epistolae in lithuania stored in Wroblewski library of the lithuanian 
Academy of sciences, shelf mark l-16/1–25. We kindly thank the library’s 
director dr sigitas narbutas and dr daiva narbutienė, the head of the rare 



Books department for the permission to publish the text. We also express 
our gratitude to dr. henning p. jürgens from leibniz institute of european 
history (ieg, germany) and university of trieste (italy) professor silvano 
cavazza for reviewing the publication and for numerous valuable remarks. 

Vilnius, may 2014
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iš knygos / from: jacob Verheiden, Praestantium aliquot theologorum qui Rom. 
Antichristum praecipue oppugnarunt effigies, hagae-comitis, 
[ex officina B. c. niulandii], 1602.


